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least one question from each Unit. Each

question carries equal marks.
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Unit I

1. (a) What are the goals of software quality

assurance ? Describe the evolution

process of SQA. 10

(b) Define zero defect software. Is it possible

to deliver a zero defect software ? 5

2. (a) What is the role of technical review

process ? 7

(b) Discuss the role of software quality

assurance process in an organization’s

success in software industry. 8

Unit II

3. (a) What are the major responsibilities of

the team responsibile for requirement

gathering ? 8

(b) How the design strategy for object

oriented software differs from strategy

for desgin of procedural software ? 7

4. Discuss any one approach for system testing.

“The good work by system testing teams makes

the job of acceptance testers easy.” Comment.

Unit III

5. (a) Is there any method for ensuring the

quality of documentation ? If so discuss.

8

(b) Describe the effect of error quantity and

error frequency on the quality of software

product. 7

6. What are the different people involved in

preparing and executing the corrective action

plan ? What type of roles and responsibilities

are assigned to whom in corrective action plan

implementation ? 15

Unit IV

7. List out five key attributes of software quality

standards. Distinguish between ISO 9000 and

ISO/IEC 9126 standards. 15

8. List any five advantages of CASE tools.

Describe the positive and negative effects of

CASE tools on the quality of a software

product. 15
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